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A principal step in the analysis of gene expression data is the detection of samples or gene groups with similar expression patterns. The accurate classification of tumours is essential for a successful diagnosis and treatment of cancer. One of the problems associated with cancer tumour classification is the identification of unknown classes using gene expression profiles. Clustering is a fundamental approach to gene expression knowledge discovery. Some solutions for the systematic evaluation of the quality of the clusters have been recently proposed [2] . Moreover, the prediction of the correct number of clusters is a critical problem in unsupervised classification problems [3] . Three clustering and two validations algorithms were applied to two cancer tumour datasets. Recent studies confirm that there is no universal pattern recognition and clustering model to predict molecular profiles across different datasets. Thus, it is useful not to rely on one single clustering or validation method, but to apply a variety of approaches. Therefore, combination of these methods may be successfully used for the estimation of the number of clusters. It has been shown that these methods may support the prediction of the optimal partition and computational diagnosis. A weighed voting technique was used to improve the prediction of the number of clusters based on different data mining techniques.
The methods implemented in this research may contribute to the validation of clustering results and the estimation of the number of clusters. The results show that this estimation approach may represent an effective tool to support biomedical knowledge discovery and healthcare applications.
